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MCNEE RANCH

3-5

benchs and interpretive panles along this stretch of trail.

AT DEVIL'S SLIDE

3

The historic completion of the Devil's Slide T unnel opened a

playground for hikers, bikers and explorers on the cliff-hugging

Come explore the spectacular Pedro Point Headlands, a

PEDRO POINT HEADLANDS

A

bluffs and rock formations just offshore. Beaches are open from

restrooms and showers, and is popular with dog walkers. Fish

These two beaches in the City of Pacifica are popular with

1-2

BEACHES

B

explorers did—a view of the Golden Gate.

volunteer on habitat restoration projects that benefit the native

parkland offers hiking opportunities, as well as chances to

Standing on Sweeney Ridge in the fall of 1769, Spanish soldiers

1-2

D

SWEENEY RIDGE

points native coastal prairie vegetation.

threat ened California red-legged frog find protection in Mori

varied: walks range from a level half-mile stroll to a steep 1.5-

walk along the California Coastal T rail or go south and climb

boardwalk stroll to the ocean, then go north for another scenic

1

MORI POINT

Cabrillo Hwy
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15 miles
to San Francisco

www.devilsslidecoast.org

For details about trails, hours, getting here and more, visit
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